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Zurn 900 series small backflow preventers’ robust construction and 
economical repair kits save time and money over the products’ 
lifespan. Not only does the 900 series outlast the competition, it
outperforms in the market — proving to be a contractor and engineer 
favorite, year after year. 

The new 900XL3 series integrates the time-tested features from our 
contractor favorite into a more compact size. Featuring our patented 
EZSwap® check technology, the modular checks mean even faster and 
easier maintenance. 

The Details

▪ Models: 975XL3 and 950XL3

▪ Product Details: 

https://www.zurn.com/products/water-

control

▪ Visit: elkay.com/ibs
▪ Contact us at: media@zurn.com

Zurn Wilkins 900 Series 
Small Backflow Preventers

900XL3 – The Zurn Wilkins Difference 

Compact
Most compact bronze small backflow valve on the market allowing for 
installation versatility.

Durable Construction
All bronze body ensures durability against the elements and Noryl® check 
body and stainless-steel fasteners resist corrosion over time.

Low-cost Maintenance 
Simplified design and economical repair kits speed up repairs and extend 
product lifespan at a significantly lower cost.

Easy Test and Repair
Test ports located on valve’s centerline and modular, interlocking check 
valves located under a single access cover reduce test and repair time.  

Product Innovation 

975XL3 Reduced Pressure Principle Backflow Preventer: Used on non-
potable water applications for high health hazard protection from both 
back siphonage and back pressure of contaminated water into the potable 
water supply.

950XL3 Double Check Valve Assembly: Used on non-potable water 
applications for low health hazard protection from both back siphonage 
and back pressure of polluted water into the potable water supply.

About Zurn Elkay Water Solutions

Headquartered in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, Zurn Elkay Water Solutions is a 
growth-oriented, pure-play water business that designs, procures, 
manufactures, and markets what we believe is the broadest sustainable 
product portfolio of solutions to improve health, human safety, and the 
environment. The Zurn Elkay product portfolio includes professional grade 
water control and safety, water distribution and drainage, drinking water, 
finish plumbing, hygienic, environmental and site works products for 
public and private spaces. 
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